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, welcome to Fenghuang, the place where we"re arriving is "one of the

two most beautiful town in China"----the old town of fenghuang, it"s

a very important point that connects huaihua hunan and tongren

guizhou together.and it"s the hometown of mr shengcongwen.

fenghuang has wonderful natural landscapes,it"s very hot for

travelling since the old time. even a lot of teleplays were produced

here.fenghuang is also a dradle for famous people ,shencongwen and

xiongxiling are both spent their childhood here. now, let"s set out to

enjoy these fantastic good views. THE FORMER RESIDENCE OF

SHENCONGWEN This is the former residence of shencongwen,a

very famous auther, archaeologist and historian in china. 来源

：www.examda.com lined in the zhongying street in the south part

of the fenghuang old town, the residence is a typical spacious ancient

countryard with special tectonic style of ming and qing dynasty. walk

into the yard, you can find that there is a small patio in the center of

the countryard. which is built with red rock. around the patio , there

are about 10 rooms which are small but decorated by special carved

wooden windows .it"s so beautiful. this countryard is built by mr

shen"s grandfather in 1866 on dec.28,1902. shencongwen was born

in the old countyard.and spent his childhood here. in 1917,when he

was 15 years old, mr shen left family and joined the army. from 1917

to 1922, mr shen had lived with soildiers, farmers, workers and some



other common people,and know their tragic lives. this special

experience stunned up his enthusiasm of writhing . so in 1919, mr

shen went to beijing alone, and began his hard writing . after his series

of works WEST OF HUNAN &amp.FRINGE TOWN were

punished, mr shen became nation -wide well -known.at that time, he

was even as famous as luxun, another famous auther in chiese

literature area. it"s said that shencongwen is the one who is the most

possible to win the prize. mr shen devoted all his life to writing,his

5-million word works are though as the precious legacy to the world

literature.meanwhile, these works are also very veluable date for

researching the history of hunan province and even china. this

100-years-old countyard was renovated in 1989.the 1st room on the

right hane is for displaying mr shen"s photos.and what displayed in

the 2nd room are mr shen"s handwritingarticles.at the left side,you "ll

find a list of mr shen"s work of different additions. in the center of

the middle room .there is a mr shen"s line drawing hanging on the

wall. the left fringle room is mr shen"s bedroom and another one on

the right is full of marble desks and chairs. 100Test 下载频道开通，
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